Chapter 5
Conclusion and Suggestion

Conclusion

As the final points that could be present in this chapter are; there is one kind of metaphor found in William Wordsworth’s poems, namely conceptual metaphor. All of his poems that analyzed in this research are contained of conceptual metaphor although all of those poems have different aims.

The meaning of each metaphor that found is different between one and another; it depends on what it is or what the real aim (target domain) of each metaphor because the content of each poem is also different. So, it shows clearly that metaphor used in a poem will be different with other poem depends on its meaning and metaphor that most used in Wordsworth poems’ is conceptual metaphor.

For addition, beside of his passion of nature William Wordsworth also has shown his consideration about the humanity, landmark, heroism, even people around him or socialism. It can be seen in some poems which are analyzed in this research, such; there was a boy and the brother, in those poems he shown his caring about people around him, and then, She was a phantom of delight and the mad mother by those poems he has shown his romanticism through the diction and description of his object in the poem. The last, a poem titled “the world is too much with us”, in this poem Wordsworth strongly represent his caring about the nature and earth.
Suggestion

Metaphor is one of important elements that contained in a poem, it needs deep literary knowledge to understand and interpret metaphor. But to get the real aim and get an advantage of a poem is not only by having special skill. By finished this research I can make a conclusion and I would like to suggest the reader that, another way that will help us to get the meaning of a poem fully is by read poem’s background. Background in this case means to whom or what the poem is addressed and why does the poem wrote. The reason for that is because the literary convention is very influenced toward a poem, moreover if our tradition with the writer is totally different.

Then, for the next researcher who wants to do a research linked to literature, especially poem as object of research, I would like to recommend William Wordsworth’s literary work or poems. The reason for that because he has many literary works, not only poem but also prose, furthermore his poems covered many aspects of elements of poem, in other words if the next researcher wants to do a research beside the figurative meaning field Wordsworth has provided many poems and literary works to be analyze.